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Effects of Vestibular Rotatory Accelerations on Covert Attentional Orienting in Vision and Touch Francesca Figliozzi1,2, Paola Guariglia1,2, Massimo Silvetti1,2, Isabelle Siegler3, and Fabrizio Doricchi1,2



Abstract & Peripheral vestibular organs feed the central nervous system with inputs favoring the correct perception of space during head and body motion. Applying temporal order judgments (TOJs) to pairs of simultaneous or asynchronous stimuli presented in the left and right egocentric space, we evaluated the influence of leftward and rightward vestibular rotatory accelerations given around the vertical head–body axis on covert attentional orienting. In a first experiment, we presented visual stimuli in the left and right hemifield. In a second experiment, tactile stimuli were presented to hands lying on their anatomical side or in a crossed position across the sagittal body midline. In both experiments, stimuli were presented while normal subjects suppressed or did not suppress the vestibulo-ocular response (VOR) evoked by head–body rotation. Independently of VOR suppression, visual and tactile stimuli presented on the side of rotation were judged to precede simultaneous stimuli pre-



INTRODUCTION Proficient orienting of motor responses in space requires the integration of inputs from different sensory modalities. For instance, combining visual inputs with proprioceptive, vestibular, and reafferent signals arriving from the eye, the head, and the body allows the correct localization of stimuli falling on identical retinal positions even when these are in different spatial locations due to the observer’s movements (Crowell, Banks, Shenoy, & Andersen, 1998; Andersen, Snyder, Bradley, & Xing, 1997; Galletti, Battaglini, & Fattori, 1993). Observers can also attend to positions in space ‘‘covertly,’’ without making overt motor responses. As for the case of overt motor orienting, cross-modal integration of afferent inputs facilitates covert orienting, favoring the coordinated gathering of information arriving at the different senses from the spatial location capturing the observer’s attention. Several studies have demonstrated that detection of a stimulus in one sensory modality is not only improved by spatial cues from the same
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sented on the side opposite the rotation. When limbs were crossed, attentional facilitatory effects were only observed for stimuli presented to the right hand lying in the left hemispace during leftward rotatory trials with VOR suppression. This result points to spatiotopic rather than somatotopic influences of vestibular inputs, suggesting that cross-modal effects of these inputs on tactile ones operate on a representation of space that is updated following arm crossing. In a third control experiment, we demonstrated that temporal prioritization of stimuli presented on the side of rotation was not determined by response bias linked to spatial compatibility between the directions of rotation and the directional labels used in TOJs (i.e., ‘‘left’’ or ‘‘right’’ first). These findings suggest that during passive rotatory head–body accelerations, covert attention is shifted toward the direction of rotation and the direction of the fast phases of the VOR. &



modality, but also when inputs from other modalities orient attention toward the stimulus appearance position (Driver & Spence, 1998). Cross-modal attentional facilitation was found for vision, touch, and hearing (Spence, Nicholls, Gillespie, & Driver, 1998). Neurons whose discharge is increased by spatially congruent multimodal signals and inhibited by spatially incongruent ones were found in the superior colliculi, the parietal lobes, and the premotor cortex (Bremmer, Schlack, Duhamel, Graf, & Fink, 2001; Graziano, Hu, & Gross, 1997; Wallace, Meredith, & Stein, 1992; Meredith & Stein, 1986). With the exception of one experiment using caloric vestibular stimulation (i.e., water irrigation of the auditory canal) reported in a study by Rorden, Karnath, and Driver (2001), systematic investigations on the influence of vestibular signals on covert orienting of spatial attention are lacking, notwithstanding the existence of close functional links between vestibular information and the neural coding of space. Vestibular cues contribute to updating body position after rotations or translations performed in the absence of visual input (Berthoz, 1997). They also allow the correct interpretation of optic flow changes as being due to active changes in the observer’s position with respect to the environment or
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vice-versa (Bremmer, et al., 2001; Berthoz, 1997). The influence of vestibular signals on space coding is also seen in the modifications of the subjective position of stimuli presented during rotatory accelerations around the vertical body axis. Rotations in one horizontal direction shift the perceived position of stimuli aligned with the head–body midsagittal plane toward the counterrotatory direction (Clark & Graybiel, 1949; Graybiel & Hupp, 1946). These illusory effects have been described for both visual (oculogyral illusion) and acoustic (audiogyral illusion) stimuli. Caloric vestibular and rotatory stimulations also displace the subjective auditory midsagittal plane (the so-called ‘‘straight ahead’’) in the direction opposite to that of head–body rotation (Lewald & Karnath, 2000, 2001). The aim of the present study was to investigate the influence of dynamic variations of vestibular input due to rotatory accelerations around the vertical head–body axis on lateral covert attentional orienting in the visual and tactile modalities. We specifically wished to determine whether rotatory accelerations bias attention toward or away from the left or right side of rotation. This should provide novel and important information on how body motion and visuospatial processing interact, extending the study of covert attentional orienting from intensively explored experimental conditions in which head–body position is kept constant to poorly explored conditions in which attentional shifts are captured and measured during eye, head, or body motion (see, for example, Vuilleumier & Schwartz, 2001). We compared attentional performance in three different vestibular conditions: motionless-baseline (i.e., no vestibular stimulation), leftward rotatory accelerations, rightward rotatory accelerations. In each of these conditions, bias of covert attention toward the left or the right side of space was measured with a ‘‘temporal order judgment’’ task (TOJ; Rorden, Karnath, & Driver, 2001; Stelmach & Herdman, 1991). In this task, two temporally simultaneous or asynchronous stimuli are presented in each trial (one to the left and one to the right of the head–body midsagittal plane) and subjects are forced to judge which one of the two stimuli ‘‘came first.’’ Several studies have demonstrated that shifting attention toward a spatial location, whether reflexively or voluntarily, favors earlier conscious detection (i.e., prior entry) of stimuli at the attended location compared with temporally simultaneous stimuli presented at an unattended position (see, for a short review of the literature, Shore, Spence, & Klein, 2001). Therefore, when a left and a right stimulus are simultaneously presented, leftward shifts of attention should increase the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses and rightward shifts the frequency of ‘‘right-first’’ responses compared with a neutral attentional baseline. In a first experiment, we examined the effects of rotatory vestibular stimulation on covert visual attention. In a second experiment, we investigated the same effects



on covert orienting of attention in the tactile modality. In the second experiment, the subjects’ hands were positioned on their anatomical side or crossed across the head–body midsagittal plane. These two conditions served to investigate whether vestibular inputs influence covert tactile orienting according to somatosensory coordinates (i.e., the side of the body the hand is anatomically connected to) or spatiotopic ones (i.e., the side of space where the hand is positioned). Finally, in a third experiment, we checked the influence of ‘‘response bias’’ on vestibular attentional facilitation. In the present study, subjects might tend to report as ‘‘first come’’ the stimulus presented on the side of rotation simply due to the fact that the spatial code engaged by the direction of rotation biases subjects to respond with a spatially compatible directional label. We evaluated the role of response bias using a task in which vestibular directional cueing and response dimensions were orthogonal (Spence et al., 2001; Cairney, 1975; Drew, 1896). One stimulus of the pair appeared on one lateral side above or below a short horizontal line segment and the other stimulus on the opposite lateral side and opposite vertical location with respect to another horizontal line segment. Subjects had to decide whether the stimulus appearing first was the one above or below the segment (‘‘up-first’’ or ‘‘down-first’’ decision rather than ‘‘left-first’’ or ‘‘right-first’’ decision). Rotations around the vertical body axis in total darkness typically elicit a vestibular–ocular ref lex (VOR) consisting of slow horizontal eye movements in the counter-rotatory direction alternating with rapid eye movements in the rotatory direction (Leigh & Zee, 1999; Siegler, Israe¨l, & Berthoz, 1998). The VOR can be actively suppressed when a fixation point moves with the experimental subject (Leigh & Zee, 1999; Siegler et al., 1998; Israe ¨l, Bronstein, Kanayama, Faldon, & Gresty, 1996). This procedure ideally allows for evaluating the influence of rotatory accelerations on attentional orienting, either in the presence or in the absence of the reflexive eye displacements caused by vestibular stimulation. Therefore, in the present study, rotatory accelerations were given in two different oculomotor conditions. In the first condition (no VOR suppression), central fixation was absent and the release of VOR allowed. In the second condition (VOR suppression), subjects were required to suppress the VOR by maintaining their gaze on a central fixation reference aligned to the head–body midsagittal plane, which remained on for the entire duration of the rotatory movement.



RESULTS Experiment 1: Vestibular–Visual Prior Entry Angular transformation of individual percentages of ‘‘left-first’’ responses were submitted to a Vestibular condition (motionless baseline, leftward rotation, right-
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ward rotation)  VOR suppression (present, absent) within-subjects ANOVA. Only a main vestibular condition effect was found [F(2,20) = 17, p < .001; see Figure 1], with an increment in the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses during leftward rotations (63.7%) and a decrement of the same responses during rightward rotations (28%) compared with motionless baseline (41.7%). Performance in the different VOR suppression conditions was further explored through planned mean comparisons. With VOR suppression, leftward accelerations increased the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses compared to motionless baseline, whereas rightward accelerations decreased the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses (all comparisons p < .05). Without VOR suppression, leftward rotations increased the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses compared to motionless baseline ( p < .01). During rightward rotations, there was a trend toward reduced frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses ( p = .1). Percentage differences normalized to motionless results are reported in Figure 1. Percentages of ‘‘leftfirst’’ responses to asynchronous trials, calculated in the whole sample and across the two VOR suppression conditions, are reported in Figure 1. At short asynchro-



nies (from 45 to +45 msec), rotatory accelerations produced directional biases similar to those observed on synchronous trials. Vestibular influences were not observed at longer asynchronies, where performance was perfect in all vestibular conditions. Spatial compatibility effects (i.e., faster manual responses for the hand-button on the side of rotation; Umilta` & Nicoletti, 1990) were investigated to assess the influence of response motor bias (i.e., the tendency to select the motor response on the side of the attentional shift; Shore, Spence, et al., 2001) on TOJ. Averaged individual manual reaction times to simultaneous stimuli were entered in a Vestibular condition (motionless baseline, leftward rotation, rightward rotation)  VOR suppression (present, absent)  Hand button side (left, right) within-subjects ANOVA. The ANOVA showed no interaction of hand button side with either of the other two factors ( p > .2), demonstrating no influence of spatial compatibility effects on attentional bias for stimuli presented on the rotation side. Typical of unspeeded tasks, manual reaction times were extremely slow (left button: mean 1314 msec, SD 674 msec; right button: 1194 msec, SD 548 msec). These results are in keeping



Figure 1. Experiment 1: Vestibular–visual prior entry. (A) Percentage of ‘‘left-first’’ responses to synchronous trials in the three rotatory conditions and the VOR and no-VOR suppression conditions. Vertical bars inside line graphs indicate 95% confidence interval (Loftus & Masson, 1994). Percentage differences normalized to motionless results are reported inside the box (MB = motionless baseline; LR = leftward rotation; RR = rightward rotation). (B) Percentage of ‘‘left-first’’ responses to asynchronous trials (ordinate) plotted against asynchronies (abscissa). Negative asynchronies indicate ‘‘first left–second right’’ trials, positive asynchronies ‘‘first right–second left’’ ones.
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with the well-established absence of spatial compatibility effects for reaction times higher than 500 msec (Umilta` & Nicoletti, 1990) and confirm that subjects paid attention to accuracy rather than velocity of response. These results suggest that rotatory acceleration around the vertical head–body axis induces shift of covert visual attention toward the direction of rotation. Experiment 2: Vestibular–Tactile Prior Entry Compared with the first experiment, one additional experimental manipulation was used. The first condition replicated Experiment 1: The subjects’ hands were positioned on their anatomical side (i.e., aligned to their shoulders: uncrossed condition). In a second experimental condition, the right hand was positioned in the left egocentric space and the left hand in the right egocentric space (crossed condition). In both conditions, hands were placed on a horizontal panel secured to the rotating chair (see Methods section). Angular transformation of individual percentages of ‘‘hand on left side first’’ (i.e., ‘‘left first’’) responses were submitted to a Vestibular condition (motionless baseline, leftward rotation, rightward rotation)  VOR suppression (present, absent)  Hand position (anatomical, crossed) within-subjects ANOVA. The ANOVA showed a significant main effect for vestibular condition [F(2,20 = 16, p < .001] and significant Vestibular condition  Hand position [F(2,20) = 9.7, p = .001] and Vestibular condition  VOR suppression  Hand position [F(2,20) = 4.2, p < .05] interactions (see Figure 2). Planned comparisons showed that with hands in anatomical position, leftward accelerations increased the frequency of ‘‘leftfirst’’ responses as compared with motionless baseline, whereas rightward accelerations decreased the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses (all comparisons p < .01). The attentional bias in the direction of rotation was present independently of VOR suppression (all comparisons p < .05). Percentages of ‘‘left-first’’ responses to asynchronous trials in the anatomical condition, calculated in the whole sample and across the two VOR suppression conditions, are reported in Figure 2. As in Experiment 1, vestibular influences similar to those observed in synchronous trials were observed only at short asynchronies. At longer asynchronies performance was perfect. In the hand-crossed condition, when VOR was not suppressed no variation in the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses was found among the different vestibular conditions (all comparisons p = ns). With hands crossed and VOR suppression, compared to motionless baseline the frequency of ‘‘left-first’’ responses increased only for stimuli delivered to the right hand in the left hemispace during leftward turns ( p < .01). Percentage differences normalized to motionless results are reported in Figure 2. Percentages of ‘‘leftfirst’’ responses to asynchronous trials in the crossed condition, calculated in the whole sample and across



the two VOR suppression conditions, are reported in Figure 2. Interestingly, plotting percentages against asynchronies closely reproduced findings reported by Yamamoto and Kitazawa (2001) showing that at moderately short asynchronies ( 
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